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Abstract. A classifier-based pattern selection approach for relation instance extraction is proposed in this paper. The classifier-based pattern
selection approach proposes to employ a binary classifier that filters patterns that extracts incorrect entities for a given relation, from pattern
set obtained using global estimates such as high frequency. The proposed
approach is evaluated using two large independent datasets. The results
presented in this paper shows that the classifier-based approach provides
a significant improvement in the task of relation extraction against standard methods of relation extraction, employing pattern sets based on
high frequency. The higher performance is achieved through filtering out
patterns that extract incorrect entities, which in turn improves the precision of applied patterns, resulting in significant improvement in the task
of relation extraction.

1

Introduction

Pattern-based information extraction systems have focused on extracting entities for specific relations. For example, given a sentence “Mozart was born
in 1756” the task for extracting entities for the relation person-birthyear
is to extract predicates of the form person-birthyear(Mozart, 1756). Similarly the triple company-ceo(Google Inc., Sundar Pichai) is extracted from
the sentence “Sundar Pichai is the current CEO of Google Inc.” for the relation
company-ceo. Several studies have proposed various types of patterns for extracting entities related to such relations. For example, Ravichandran and Hovy
(2002) [1] generated patterns using lexical terms between entities. Similarly, Wu
and Weld (2010) [2] and Etzioni et al. (2011) [3] derived patterns by employing lexico-syntactic features such as Part-Of-Speech (POS) tags. Studies have
also proposed dependency parse based syntactic features [2–4] and frame-based
semantic features [5–8] for IE.
Equally important to the process of pattern learning and entity extraction is
the creation of an optimum set of patterns to ensure extraction of correct entities
for specific relations. The goodness measures commonly employed to create such
optimum set of patterns considers measures such as frequency [9] or accuracy of
patterns [10–12]. Filtering patterns employing such goodness measures results
in a fixed set of ranked patterns [13], which are then used to extract entities for

specific relations. However such methods do not adjudge the quality of patterns
with respect to the instances extracted by patterns. For example, while a pattern
for a given relation, irrespective of its type i.e., whether it is lexical, syntactic
or semantic extracts correct instances from sentence s, the same pattern may
extract wrong instances from a different sentence s0. For instance consider the
following example sentences:
1. The CEO of the company, Steve Jobs announced the products of Apple
at WWDC.
2. Today, Amazon announced the products of Apple on their website.

In the example sentences above, while the lexical pattern “announced the
products of” when applied on Sentence 1, extracts correct entities (Steve Jobs,
Apple) for the relation ceo-company, the same pattern, when applied on Sentence 2, extracts incorrect entities for the relation ceo-company(Amazon, Apple). Thus, it is difficult to adjudge patterns by simply considering the number
of times the pattern extracts correct and incorrect instances. Further, the fixed
set of patterns used for entity extraction is often created independent of the
sentences on which the patterns are applied. This implies that none of the useful
local information from the target sentence is considered before applying the pattern. For instance, in the example Sentence 1, the terms CEO and WWDC can
serve as useful indicators to extract arguments for the relation ceo-company.
However, such information is not considered before applying the pattern.
Thus, though the patterns obtained using goodness measures are useful, these
patterns can still extract wrong entities from newer sentences, resulting in poor
precision. To overcome this problem, a useful intermediate step before applying
patterns would be to remove patterns that extract wrong entities. Against this
notion, this paper presents a classification-based pattern selection approach for
relation instance extraction. The key focus is to develop a classifier that filters
patterns that extract incorrect entities from the large pool of patterns obtained
using goodness measures such as frequency. The classification based approach
is useful in selecting the subset of patterns that often extracts correct instances
from sentences for particular relations, thereby improving the precision of the
applied pattern set.
More specifically, the key contribution of this paper is a binary classifier that
is trained to determine whether a pattern should be applied on test sentences.
A seed set of relational instances is used to automatically generate positive and
negative training instances for the classifier, thereby minimizing the manual effort required to build the classifier. The classifier is evaluated against employing
fixed pattern sets created using global estimates such as frequency. Further, the
experiments are conducted on two independent datasets: (a) Wikipedia dataset,
developed following distant supervision assumption [14]; and (b) Riedel et al.
(2010) dataset [15], which is developed by relaxing the distant supervision assumption.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In §2, we describe the
related work to this study. In §3 the proposed classification-based approach is

presented. In §4, we describe the datasets and the evaluation metrics used in
this study and also the results of this study. In §5, we conclude this paper.

2

Related Work

Riloff et al. (1996) [9] evaluated the relevance of a pattern for IE before application and employed a weighted conditional probability associating higher weight
for high frequency to choose the best patterns. Brin (1998) [16] evaluated the
derived patterns based on the specificity of the pattern, measuring the length of
the middle context, prefix and suffix of the pattern. Patterns with low specificity
were rejected to avoid overly general patterns. Thelen et al. (2002) [17] applied
the ranking measure proposed by Riloff et al. (1996) [9] to learn semantic lexicons using extraction pattern contexts. Studies have also evaluated patterns
based on their confidence by counting the number of positive and negative entities extracted by the pattern [10–12]. Agichtein et al. (2000) [10] also adopt the
ranking measure of Riloff et al. (1996) [9] to consider the coverage of the pattern
for evaluation.
Patwardhan et al. (2006) [18] computed “semantic affinity” as a ratio of the
target semantic class extractions for each noun class over the total noun class
extractions for a closed set of semantic categories. Patwardhan et al. (2007) [19]
presented an IE system that decouples the tasks of finding relevant regions of text
and applying extraction patterns; a sentence classifier was developed to identify
relevant regions and employ semantic affinity measures to automatically learn
domain-relevant extraction patterns. Alfonseca et al. (2012) [20] employed topic
models to discriminate ambiguous patterns and learn more useful high-precision
patterns. Goudong et al. (2005) [21] have shown that diverse lexical, syntactic
and semantic knowledge are useful for relation extraction.
Thus, a significant number of studies have investigated various types of patterns, but have generally focused on global estimates such as frequency and
accuracy to evaluate patterns. In comparison to the related studies, the focus of
the study presented in this paper is not on creating a new type of of pattern for
entity extraction. However, unlike studies using global estimates, the goal of the
study presented in this paper is to examine the set of available different types
of patterns and identify the best patterns to apply in the context of a given
sentence. This is achieved, as noted above, by developing a binary classifier that
learns from features drawn from sentence-pattern pairings as explained further
in the next section.

3

Classification based Pattern Selection

The classification-based method to select a set of patterns per sentence for relation instance extraction is presented in this section. Given a tuple (R, sj , pi ),
consisting of a relation R, sj ∈ S (set of sentences) and a pattern pi ∈ P (set of
different types of patterns such as lexical, syntactic etc.), a binary classifier h is
trained to return the following prediction for a tuple (R, sj , pi ):

(
h(R, sj , pi ) =

+1 if pi correctly extracts both entities in sj
−1 otherwise

(1)

Each sentence-pattern pair for a specific relation type is represented as a feature vector φ(R, sj , pi ) comprising features {pattern_features, hybrid_features}
and labels {1, −1} to indicate whether pattern pi correctly extracts arguments
from sentence sj . While any classifier such as Perceptron, logistic regression
or Support Vector Machine (SVM) can be used to construct the above mapping
function h, we used in this study an SVM [22] to construct the mapping function
h.
3.1

Pattern selection using the classifier

Given a test sentence sj , the binary classifier selects an optimum set of patterns
P(sj ) such that P(sj ) ∈ sj = {pi : h(pi , sj ) = 1}. The optimum set of patterns
P(sj ) ∈ sj consists patterns pi that are classified as true by the classifier. Further
the subset of patterns are ranked based on the confidence scores provided by the
classifier. This is achieved by fitting a logistic regression model on top of the
distance measure from the decision hyperplane in SVM. libsvm [23], a standard
library for SVM is used to train the classifier and to fit the logistic regression
model to derive confidence scores.
3.2

Features

The different features for the classifier examined in this study are focused on
using n-grams from sentences and patterns and other information such as pattern
type and length of the pattern. However, the features for the classifier need not
be limited to these features alone and can include other features as well. For
example, word embeddings can be used as features to represent the sentencepattern pair. The different features used in this study are described below:
sentence features. The sentence features are designed to capture the context of the sentence and includes the following:
(a) n-grams in sentence - the unigram and the bigram terms in the sentence
are used as feature terms.
(b) sentence length - information about the length of the sentence is provided
as features to the classifier. Three features are defined to represent sentence
length based on the number of tokens n in the sentence s and includes the
following: (a) sentence_length_small if n ≤ 10; sentence_length_medium if
n > 10 and ≤ 30; and sentence_length_long if n > 30.
pattern features. The pattern features are designed based on the information obtained from the patterns and includes the following:
(a) pattern type - this feature distinguishes between different types of patterns
i.e., whether a given pattern is a lexical or syntactic pattern based on words or
grammatical relations or both, and semantic pattern. For example, a feature
pattern_type_lexical is created to indicate a lexical pattern.

(b) n-grams in pattern - the unigrams in the pattern are used as feature
terms.
(c) length of patterns - information about the length of the pattern is also
used as a feature. Three features are defined to capture pattern length based
on the number of tokens n in pattern p and includes the following: (a) pattern_length_small if n ≤ 10; pattern_length_medium if n > 10 and ≤ 30; and
pattern_length_long if n > 30. In addition to this information, the pattern type
is also appended to pattern length to indicate the pattern type. For example, a
lexical pattern with less than 10 tokens would be represented using the feature
lexical_pattern_length_small
(d) position of patterns - the position of the pattern in terms of its order of
occurrence in the sentence is provided as a feature to the classifier.
3.3

Pattern types

An important aspect of the proposed classification based approach for per sentence pattern selection presented in this paper is the ability for the classifier to
select from the available different types of patterns for a given sentence. This
study considered three different types of patterns for the classifier (a) lexical patterns; (b) syntactic patterns based on dependency parse; and (c) frame-based
semantic patterns. It needs to be noted that the classifier is not confined to
these three types of patterns. The classifier can be provided with other types of
patterns that can be created for sentences. For example, patterns based on POS
tags or named entity recognition can be used with the classifier. The process of
deriving the pattern types considered in this study is explained below with the
following example sentence:
1.

company [Fenrir

Inc] is based in the district of

location [Osaka], location [Japan].

(a) Lexical Patterns. Following [1], regular expressions are used to define
lexical patterns simply comprising lexical entries between the relevant entities as
shown in List 1. The arguments for each pattern is shown in parenthesis following
the pattern.
List 1 - Lexical patterns: (1) company is based in the district of location
(Fenrir Inc, Osaka); (2) company is based in the district of location, location (Fenrir Inc, Japan)

(b) Syntactic Patterns. Syntactic patterns for sentences are defined using
the shortest path in the dependency graph [2]. In this study, the following three
variants of syntactic patterns are used: (a) patterns using words (List 2); (b)
patterns using grammatical relations (grs) (List 3); and (c) patterns using both
words and grs (List 4). The Stanford parser [24] is used to obtain dependency
parse for sentences in this study.
List 2 - Syntactic patterns using words in shortest path: (1) company is based
district location location (Fenrir Inc, Osaka); (2) company is based district
location (Fenrir Inc, Japan)

List 3 - Syntactic patterns using grammatical relations in shortest path: (1)
company nsubj prep prep_in prep_of nn location (Fenrir Inc, Osaka); (2)
company nsubj prep prep_in prep_of location (Japan, Osaka)
List 4: Syntactic patterns using words and grammatical relations in shortest path: (1) company nsubj_is_company based prep_based_is district
prep_in_district prep_of_location nn_location_location location (Fenrir Inc, Osaka); (2) company nsubj_is_company based prep_based_is district prep_in_district prep_of_location location (Fenrir Inc, Japan)

(c) Frame-based Semantic Patterns. The study also considers framebased semantic patterns following the frame semantic framework [25]. Frame
semantics assign semantic frame elements to words in a sentence [25] to provide
a meaningul represenations for lexical entries in the sentence. Semantic parsing
tools such as Semafor [26] is used to derive such semantic frames. The semantic
parse obtained using semafor for the example sentence above is provided below
and the semantic patterns obtained using the semantic parse is shown in List 5.
Frame based semantic parse for Sentence 1: Businesses [Fenrir Inc] is based in
Political_locales [district] of Locale [Osaka] Locale [Japan].
List 5: Frame-based semantic patterns: (1) company Businesses Political_locales
location location (Fenrir Inc, Osaka); (2) company Businesses Political_locales
location (Fenrir Inc, Japan)

4

Experiments

We explain in this section the two datasets used in this study in §4.1. We also
describe the evaluation technique employed in this study in §4.2, where we explain the process of deriving negative samples for the classifier, the evaluation
metrics and provide more details of the evaluation method followed in this study.
Finally, in §4.3, we present the results obtained in this study.
4.1

Datasets

Wikipedia dataset. The distant supervision method was followed to create
the Wikipedia dataset. Specifically, we find all sentences that mentions a pair
of entities in the seed dataset, and consider those sentences as describing the
semantic relationship between the two entities specified in the seed dataset.
DBpedia [27] was used to obtain seed entity pairs for ten different relations,
which were further used to obtain sentences from Wikipedia dump. Sentences
with a mention of at least one entity pair were retained. The dataset for each
relation (details are provided in Table 1) was randomly split in the ratio of 80:20
to create the training and the test set, respectively.
Riedel et al. (2010) [15] Dataset. The Riedel et al. (2010) [15] dataset
was developed with a focus to relax the distant supervision assumption to extract
relations from newswire instead of Wikipedia. However, Freebase was chosen as

Relation
EP TS Relation
actor-movie
1613 3147 company-founder
company-location 4550 6908 album-artist
company-product 2890 9122 birthplace-person
director-movie
6537 10651 album-genre
author-booktitle 5076 12245 country-city
Total number of sentences: 168175

EP
2062
9474
4114
8360
4647

TS
14489
20961
21737
22934
45981

Table 1: Relations in Wikipedia dataset. EP: Entity Pairs; TS: Total Sentences

the knowledge base for obtaining relations and seed entities. Sentences containing
two related entities were extracted from the New York Times data, resulting
in a large dataset. In this study, we considered ten relations from this dataset
(details are provided in Table 2) to evaluate the proposed classifier-based pattern
selection method for relation extraction. Sentences for each of these relations
were randomly split in the ratio of 80:20 to create the training and test set,
respectively.

rel_1
rel_2
rel_3
rel_4
rel_5
rel_6
rel_7
rel_8
rel_9
rel_10

Relation
people_deceased_person_place_of_death
people_person_place_of_birth
business_person_company
location_administrative_division_country
location_country_administrative_divisions
location_neighborhood_neighborhood_of
people_person_place_lived
location_country_capital
people_person_nationality
location_location_contains
Total number of sentences: 150445

TS
2541
4265
7987
8860
8860
9472
9829
11216
11446
75969

Table 2: Relations considered from Riedel et al. (2010) [15] dataset; TS: Total Sentences

4.2

Evaluation

Negative Samples for the Classifier. The process of developing the dataset
based on the distant supervision method allows to create patterns that extract
correct entities. However, the proposed method of developing the classifier for
predicting patterns requires negative samples, i.e., patterns that extract wrong
entities. The process of deriving negative samples for the classifier is explained
below using the following example sentence:

company Interwoven

was founded in num 1995 in location California by Peng
Tsin Ong of location Singapore, who was also company Interwoven’s first
CEO and chairman.
In the sentence above, the entity pair (Interwoven, California) is the correct
argument for the company-location relation. Such entity pairs (seed instances)
can be obtained from different knowledge sources such as DBpedia and Freebase.
The distant supervision method allows us to derive the following two lexical
patterns for extract the entities (Interwoven, California). The year information
(1995) is changed to num and the word Singapore is changed to location to
generalize the patterns.
Patterns extracting correct entities
1. <company> was founded in num in <location>
2. <location> by Peng Tsin Ong of location, who was also <company>
However, the presence of the location entity term ‘Singapore’ allows to
derive the following lexical patterns that extract wrong entities (Interwoven,
Singapore) for the company-location relation:
Patterns extracting wrong entities
1. <company> was founded in num in location by Peng Tsin Ong of <location>
2. <location>, who was also <company>
Thus, such patterns extracting wrong entities are used as negative samples
for the classifier.
Evaluation Metrics. Further, given a pattern l ∈ L, the pattern set obtained
from train data, and a test sentence s ∈ S, the following types of patterns are
defined:
1. matched pattern: the pattern l is defined as a matched pattern for the test
sentence s, iff (if and only if) the pattern l matches the test sentence s.
2. correct pattern: a pattern l is defined as a correct pattern for the test sentence
s, iff the pattern l matches the test sentence s and correctly extracts the two
arguments (e1 , e2 ) for a given relation r.
The precision of a pattern l is defined as the ratio of number of times the
pattern l is seen as a correct pattern to the number of times it is seen as a
matched pattern on the test set S. Thus, the precision of a pattern l on the test
set S is given by:
# pattern l is a correct pattern in S
# pattern l is a matched pattern in S
The overall precision P of the pattern set is obtained by:
Precision (l) =

P =

1 X
Precision (l)
|L|
l∈L

(2)

(3)

where |L| is the total number of patterns in the pattern set.
The recall of a pattern set is measured in terms of its effectiveness or coverage
in applying correct patterns on the test set and is defined as the ratio of of the
total number of test sentences on which correct patterns are applied to the total
number of test sentences. Thus, the recall of a pattern set is given by:
R=

# of test sentences with correct patterns
# of test sentences

(4)

Given Precision P and Recall R, the F-score of a pattern set is obtained by:
F-Score =

2 × PR
P +R

(5)

The classification accuracy of the classifier on the test set is reported on two
different set of features: (a) pattern features; (b) hybrid features - combining
features obtained from sentences and patterns. If pc is the total number of correctly classified patterns and pt is the total number of patterns in test set, the
accuracy of the classifier Accuracy(c) is obtained using the equation:
Accuracy(c) =

pc
pt

(6)

Model selection for optimal parameter estimation was performed as a grid
search through cross-validation on the development set [28].
Evaluation Method. In a regular setting, the large pattern set obtained from
the training set are applied on the test set for relation extraction. At this stage,
the patterns from the train set that match the patterns in the test set are applied
for relation extraction. However, there could be many patterns in the matched
pattern set that extract wrong entities for the targeted relation. The proposed
per-sentence classifier approach for relation extraction is employed to filter such
patterns from the matched pattern set that extract wrong entities. This filtering
process can help in achieving higher precision, without losing on recall. Thus,
in this study, the matched pattern set from the training set is evaluated against
the filtered pattern set obtained using the classifier for relation extraction. The
evaluation method employed in this study is shown in Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 1, the following three pattern sets based on their size are
evaluated: (a) 10% of most frequent patterns; (b) 50% of most frequent patterns;
and (c) full pattern set obtained from the train set. Further, as seen in Figure
1, with regard to applying different sets of frequent patterns, the patterns are
initially matched against the test set, following which the matched patterns are
applied to identify correct patterns. However, with regard to the classifier, the
matched pattern set is examined against the classifier to obtain a filtered pattern
set, comprising only those patterns that are positively classified by the classifier.
The filtered pattern set is now applied on the test set for relation extraction.
The precision, recall and F-score for the applied pattern sets in both cases are
recorded for different relations.

Fig. 1: Evaluation methodology for evaluating pattern set obtained using frequent patterns and classifier.

4.3

Results

The evaluation results of applying the classifier approach proposed in this study
against the regular use of frequency based pattern set for relation extraction is
presented in this section.
Classifier vs. high frequency patterns As seen in Tables 3 and 4, the per
sentence classifier-based approach for relation extraction, achieves statistically
significant average F-scores (p ≤ 0.05; Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test) for relations
both in Wikipedia dataset and Riedel et al. (2010) [15] dataset for pattern sets
varying in different sizes. For example, for relations in Wikipedia dataset (Table
3) the classifier achieves statistically significant average F-scores of 0.81, 0.83
and 0.85 (p ≤ 0.05; Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test) against the average F-score of
0.72, 0.73 and 0.70 achieved by using 10% and 50% of high frequency patterns,
and the full pattern set obtained from the training set, respectively. A similar
performance is seen for relations in Riedel et al. (2010) [15] dataset (Table 4),
with the classifier achieving statistically significant average F-scores of 0.76, 0.84
and 0.88 (p ≤ 0.05; Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test) against the average F-score values of 0.69, 0.78 and 0.80 achieved for 10% and 50% of high frequency patterns,
and the full pattern set obtained from the training set, respectively. These results indicate that classifier-based approach is significantly useful for the task of
relation extraction.
Further as seen in Tables 3 and 4, the increase in the size of the applied pattern set on test sentence, results in a significant increase in the performance of the
classifier. For example, with the Wikipedia dataset, while the classifier achieves
an average F-score of 0.81 with 10% of high frequency patterns, the classifier

Relation

actor-movie
company-location
company-product
director-movie
author-booktitle
company-founder
album-artist
birthplace-person
album-genre
country-city
Average

10% patterns
50% patterns
Full pattern set
Frequent Per Sentence Frequent Per Sentence Pattern Per Sentence
Patterns Classifier Patterns Classifier
Set
Classifier
0.72
0.79
0.73
0.82
0.74
0.84
0.72
0.80
0.73
0.82
0.73
0.84
0.76
0.82
0.77
0.83
0.77
0.84
0.70
0.84
0.70
0.86
0.68
0.87
0.75
0.83
0.74
0.84
0.74
0.85
0.82
0.85
0.83
0.87
0.84
0.88
0.69
0.80
0.69
0.83
0.69
0.84
0.64
0.75
0.64
0.78
0.64
0.80
0.69
0.81
0.69
0.83
0.69
0.85
0.75
0.82
0.76
0.85
0.77
0.86
0.72
0.81*
0.73
0.83*†
0.70
0.85*†

Table 3: F-score values for relations in Wikipedia dataset. *statistically significant
against applying patterns based on frequency and full pattern set. †statistically significant than using the previous pattern set size.

Relation

Rel_1
Rel_2
Rel_3
Rel_4
Rel_5
Rel_6
Rel_7
Rel_8
Rel_9
Rel_10
Average

10% patterns
50% patterns
Full pattern set
Patterns Classifier Patterns Classifier Patterns Classifier
Only
Only
Only
0.57
0.57
0.65
0.66
0.68
0.69
0.64
0.68
0.73
0.79
0.79
0.90
0.85
0.87
0.86
0.91
0.84
0.92
0.70
0.72
0.79
0.84
0.82
0.89
0.71
0.73
0.79
0.83
0.82
0.87
0.81
0.87
0.84
0.92
0.83
0.94
0.74
0.80
0.78
0.86
0.80
0.89
0.68
0.71
0.75
0.82
0.81
0.90
0.60
0.63
0.80
0.89
0.79
0.90
0.63
0.66
0.82
0.91
0.84
0.92
0.69
0.72*
0.78†
0.84*†
0.80†
0.88*†

Table 4: F-score values for relations in Riedel et al. (2010) [15] dataset. *statistically significant against applying patterns based on frequency and full pattern set. †statistically
significant than using the previous pattern set size.

achieves a statistically significant higher average F-score of 0.83 using 50% of
high frequency patterns (p ≤ 0.05; Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test). The classifier
achieves a further higher average F-score of 0.85 with the use of full-pattern set
obtained from the training data. A similar performance is also seen for relations
in Riedel et al. (2010) [15] dataset as shown in Table 4. While the classifier
achieves an average F-scores of 0.76 with the use of 10% of high frequency patterns, a statistically significant higher average F-score o 0.84 is achieved using
50% of high frequency patterns (p ≤ 0.05; Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test. A higher

performance is achieved with the use of full pattern set, with the classifier achieving a higher average F-score of 0.88.
The precision values scored for relations in Wikipedia dataset and Riedel et
al. (2010) [15] dataset is shown in Figures 2 and 3. The recall values are not
reported here, since both the classifier and high frequency patterns achieve the
same recall for all relations for both the datasets. As seen in Figures 2 and 3, the
increase in the applied pattern set size results in a decrease in precision values for
majority of relations in both the datasets. This can be the reason for the decrease
in the performance of high frequency patterns, when larger set of patterns are
used. However, on the other hand, the precision score improves with the increase
in the applied pattern set size for all relations. These results further prove the
usefulness of classifier-based approach for the purpose of relation extraction.

Fig. 2: Precision values for relations in Wikipedia dataset.

Fig. 3: Precision values for relations in Riedel et al. (2010) [15] dataset.

Wikipedia vs. Riedel et al. (2010) [15] dataset The proposed classifierbased pattern selection approach was evaluated on relations drawn from two different datasets: (a) Wikipedia dataset; and (b) Riedel et al. (2010) [15] dataset.
Interestingly, the increase in the size of high frequency patterns lowers the performance of relation extraction, particularly for the Wikipedia dataset. As seen
in Table 3, while an average F-score of 0.72 is achieved with 10% of higher frequency patterns, a slightly higher F-score of 0.73 is achieved with using 50% of
high frequency patterns. However, with the use of the full pattern set obtained
from the training data, a further lower average F-score of 0.70 is achieved. The
decrease in the performance with the increase in the size of the pattern set is
not statistically significant. This indicates that a significantly large proportion of
patterns seen in the test sentences are covered in the top 10% of high frequency
patterns, indicating the usefulness of higher frequency patterns.
However in the case of Riedel et al. (2010) [15] dataset, the increase in the pattern set size of high frequency patterns does not lower the performance of relation
extraction. The performance obtained for larger pattern set of high frequency
patterns is statistically significant, with an average F-score of 0.78 being achieved
with 50% of high frequency patterns, while a lower average F-score of 0.69 is obtained with 10% of higher frequency patterns (p ≤ 0.05; Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test).
The average F-score (0.80) obtained using the full pattern set is further higher
than employing smaller proportions of high frequency patterns.
These results show that using high frequency patterns and the full pattern
set for relation extraction is more beneficial for Riedel et al. (2010) dataset. It
needs to be noted that the Wikipedia dataset is developed based on the distant
supervision method where training knowledge base derived from the training
text is employed to obtain patterns from the training text. However, the Riedel
et al. dataset was developed by relaxing the distant supervision assumption,
where an external training knowledge base, not derived from the training text
is used for pattern extraction. Thus, in the case of Wikipedia dataset, the obtained pattern set from training data suffers from poor precision i.e., extract
wrong entities in spite of matching the test sentences, resulting in the poor performance for relation extraction. However, the patterns obtained in Riedel et al.
(2010) dataset are more precise, extracting correct entities given match on test
sentences. These results show that high frequency patterns are more useful for
datasets where distant supervision assumption is relaxed. However, the classifierbased pattern selection approach surpasses the performance obtained using high
frequency patterns and the complete pattern set, indicating the usefulness of
classifier-based approach on both types of datasets.
Classification Accuracy of the Classifier As mentioned previously in §3
SVM was adopted as a binary classifier for this study. The following two types
of feature sets were examined: (a) pattern features - features obtained from
pattern alone; and (b) hybrid features - combining pattern features along with
features obtained from the sentence. The pattern and sentence features were
previously discussed in §3.

To choose the best kernel for SVM, the classification accuracy of the classifier
for various kernels was examined for the development set of company-location
as shown in Table 5. As seen in Table 5, the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel
using the optimal parameters from grid search, achieved the best performance
scoring an accuracy of 69.35 for hybrid features (hf).

Function
PF HF
Linear
63.42 63.85
Polynomial (degree 2) 64.71 68.96
Polynomial (degree 3) 62.08 67.05
Radial Basis
65.21 69.35
Table 5: Classification accuracy (c) of the classifier for various kernels for companylocation dataset (development set). PF - pattern features, HF - hybrid features

The results in Table 5 indicates that the classification accuracy for all the
kernels improves with the use of hybrid features (hf), compared to using pattern
features (pf) alone. To further confirm this, we evaluated the classifier (choosing
RBF kernel) for different relations both in the Wikipedia dataset and Riedel et al.
(2010) [15] dataset, as shown in Table 6. As seen in Table 6, the classifier achieves
statistically significant performance using hybrid features (hf) in comparison
to using pattern features (pf) alone for both the datasets. For example, the
hybrid features scores statistically significant average of 72.28 and 85.10 against
lower average scores of 68.19 and 76.59 for Wikipeida dataset and Riedel et
al. (2010) [15], respectively (p ≤ 0.05; Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test). Thus, these
results further strengthen our proposed argument that features drawn from both
sentences and patterns are useful for relation extraction. Based on these results,
the classifier using RBF kernel and hybrid features as chosen as the classification
model.

5

Conclusion

We presented in this paper a classifier-based pattern selection approach for relation instance extraction. The classifier-based approach for relation extraction
was evaluated against using different proportions of high frequency patterns and
also employing the full pattern set for relation extraction. This paper showed
that employing a classifier to remove patterns that extract wrong entities for
a given relation before applying on test sentences, helps in improving precision
without compromising on recall, which in turn facilitate significant improvement
in the relation extraction task. The results show that an increase in the applied
high frequency patterns results in lowering the performance for relation extraction, particularly on datasets developed based on distant supervision method.
The results further show that the classifier-based pattern selection approach is

Wikipedia Dataset
Relation
PF
HF
actor-movie
67.24 68.57
company-location 65.21 69.35
company-product 68.62 75.55
director-movie
76.20 77.04
author-booktitle 74.24 74.34
company-founder 68.48 82.68
album-artist
69.33 71.41
birthplace-person 60.84 61.52
album-genre
67.68 71.21
country-city
64.06 71.14
average
68.19 72.28*

Riedel et al. (2010)
Relation PF
Rel_1 70.79
Rel_2 74.67
Rel_3 80.44
Rel_4 75.44
Rel_5 76.11
Rel_6 82.15
Rel_7 79.61
Rel_8 72.95
Rel_9 74.51
Rel_10 73.45
76.59

Dataset [15]
HF
88.81
79.55
88.74
87.26
87.65
90.84
86.17
81.60
82.66
81.45
85.10*

Table 6: Classifier results using RBF kernel for different relations in the Wikipedia and
Riedel et al. (2010) datasets. PF - pattern features, HF - hybrid features, *performance
obtained using hybrid features is statistically significant than using pattern features
alone.

useful for relation extraction on different types of datasets that are developed
following distant supervision and also where the distant supervision assumption
is relaxed.
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